The target of this paper is to show the impact of repeaters on Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) system performance. Repeaters have been traditionally used in cellular mobile communication networks for temporary coverage extensions. However, deployment of repeaters in capacity-limited scenarios requires more careful radio network planning compared to the traditional approach for operation in coverage-limited environment. For the analysis, several system level simulations have been conducted together with actual field measurements. The measurements have been performed in order to complement and verify the simulations. The results of the simulations and field measurements reveal that a proper configuration of a repeater can provide a significant downlink gain in the cell capacity, which indicates the suitability of the repeaters also in capacity-limited environments. In addition, obtained outcomes show that repeaters can effectively improve cell dominance in pilot polluted areas, which has direct impacts on soft handover probabilities in the network. Finally, utilisation of repeaters might also improve the performance of the whole network by improving also the uplink direction.
Introduction
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) is used in most of the third generation mobile communication systems as an access technique in the radio interface. Interference is a major issue in CDMA-based networks due to the use of common frequency band among the users. In this kind of interference-limited systems, the overall network performance is highly dependent on the amount of other cell interference. Thus, the planner of the network must concentrate on keeping other cell interference levels as low as possible in order to achieve maximum system capacity.
In WCDMA systems, the sources of other cell interference are users (in uplink) and base stations (in downlink). The transmit power of the user equipment or base station sector and their antenna patterns define the amount of other cell interference propagating to the surrounding cells. Typically, the power control function is used to control and minimise the transmit powers of users and base stations. However, users located far in the dominance area edge typically require high transmit power to connect to the best hearable cell. Similarly in downlink, base station needs to allocate a large portion of its transmit power capacity to the users at the cell edge. Hence, the overall network performance could be optimised by lowering the transmit powers of the users located in the cell edges.
As a solution, repeater could be deployed in between the users and base station to act as signal amplifier. Thus, it would simply reduce the required transmit power of the two communicating entities and thereby reduce other cell interference and improve the flexibility of the network in differing network load situations (including an improvement of capacity). The capability of repeater to decrease the required transmit power is important especially in the downlink direction, because the total base station transmission power has been shared between the users of the cell.
Interference from own cell users in WCDMA networks is effectively avoided in downlink by separating the users with orthogonal variable spreading factor codes. When signals are totally orthogonal with respect to each other, no interference is observed at the receiver of the user equipment. However in practise, multipath properties of the propagation environment partly destroy the orthogonality, causing some interference to be received at the receiver. This leads to challenges in the signal detection phase and could raise the base station transmit power requirement. Repeaters could be used to improve the code orthogonality by locating them in such a way that the effects of multipath environment are minimised (Rahman and Ernström, 2004) .
In the uplink direction, the situation is completely different due to individual transmit power capability of users, and different characteristics of the orthogonal codes. The amount of received interference at the base station limits the number of users in the cell in uplink. Therefore, some uplink capacity gain due to repeaters could be achieved indirectly by reduced interference levels at base stations due to lower required transmit powers of the users. The role of uplink transmit power becomes even more important than in downlink, since large amount of mobiles located in the border of two cells will propagate also to the direction of neighbouring cells or nearby repeaters. Thus, the signal propagation to surrounding cells can be more easily controlled in downlink than in uplink by the selection of suitable antennas.
In current cellular mobile communication networks, repeaters are typically implemented in the network optimisation phase (i.e. when the network is fully operational) or during the network evolution, when the network coverage needs to be improved temporarily or permanently. Therefore, the classical applications of repeaters are typically related to coverage enhancements. The target of these applications is to provide stronger radio signal for dead spots, such as tunnels, underground and to other problematic coverage areas (e.g. indoor locations).
Repeaters are studied in the literature to some extent. First publications studied the use of repeaters in second generation mobile communication systems to increase cell coverage. In addition, large part of the initial CDMA-related repeater studies concentrated on using repeaters as a tool to increase cell coverage in weakly covered areas.
Repeater field measurements were performed by Bavafa and Xia (1998) in a coverage-limited scenario. The overall CDMA system performance was seen to improve after installation of repeater to a weak coverage area. The effect of repeater noise on the base station sensitivities was studied by Lee, W. and Lee, D. (2000) . In addition, the impact of repeater on overall interference levels was inspected. Finally, the system performance was simulated with repeaters. Presented results indicated the capability of repeaters to increase the overall coverage. However, the capacity was seen to stay unchanged. In the studies presented by Jeon et al. (2002) and Park et al. (2001) , repeaters were used in urban environment for covering dead spots in the network area. The effects of repeaters on overall interference levels and system capacity were also presented. The results indicated worse overall capacity due to increased other cell interference from repeaters. However, in these studies, the number of repeaters was comparatively large respect to the number of base stations. Slightly differing results were presented by Rahman and Ernström (2004) , who focused on studying the effects of repeaters on CDMA system capacity by system level simulations. The simulations showed significant gain in the downlink capacity, when repeaters were installed at the cell edges of a capacity-limited CDMA network.
The target of this paper is to continue the work of studying analog repeaters and to find out the impact of repeaters on WCDMA system performance in capacitylimited environment. Firstly, the performance in downlink and uplink is assessed through system level simulations of a network consisting of several repeaters. After that, results from repeater field measurements are shown. Finally, some conclusions can be drawn in sense of coverage and capacity.
Properties of analog repeaters
An example of air-to-air repeater configuration is given in Figure 1 clarifying also the related terminology. The parameters G bs , G donor and G serving are antenna gains of the base station sector antenna, the donor antenna and the serving antenna, respectively. The parameter L is the link loss between the repeater and mother base station and G rep is the amplification ratio of the repeater (repeater gain). WCDMA repeater is a device with two antennas that receives, amplifies and retransmits (relays) signals at wanted uplink and downlink frequency bands. The donor antenna is pointed towards the mother cell and the service antenna is pointed towards intended dominance area of the repeater. No intelligence is included in the repeater unit to perform any kind of discretion of WCDMA signals. Thus, interference is amplified along with the wanted signals. Due to the simplicity and cost-efficient properties, these analog repeaters can easily be installed to almost any outdoor location without technical constraints. The antenna locations should be carefully planned and the repeater amplification ratio (repeater gain, G rep ) should be set. Also the effects of cable losses should be kept minimum by locating the repeater unit near to the antennas.
From the repeater deployment and planning aspect, a sufficient isolation between repeater antennas should be achieved in order to avoid self-oscillation. While self-oscillating, repeater amplifies its own signal and finally will block the whole cell by causing remarkable interference to the base station receiver. To avoid this, antennas with high front-to-back ratios should be used.
Antennas with narrow horizontal beamwidth are typically used as repeater donor antennas. Proper installation of repeater donor antenna is crucial, since it partly defines the performance of all repeater connected users. Poorly orientated donor antenna decreases the achievable gain of the antenna and introduces additional losses to the repeater link path. The donor antenna should be accurately pointed towards the mother cell antenna. It should also be checked that the Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) from the mother base station is at sufficient level in the donor antenna location. Furthermore, repeaters should be installed to the main lobe direction of the mother base station antenna in order to avoid antenna losses from the mother base station. The ratio between the mother cell signal level and other cell signal level should be maximised in order to effectively filter out other cell interference. Downlink interference from surrounding base stations can be effectively omitted and the gain to the mother base station direction can be maximised by using very narrow beam antennas. The selection of repeater serving antenna is not as critical and could be selected based on the required coverage area. However, attention should be paid to the repeater serving antenna configuration to avoid interference towards other cells.
In addition to amplified interference, repeater amplifies thermal noise in uplink to the donor sector by the amount of its individual noise figure, which has to be taken into account when defining the repeater configuration. A parameter, G T , has been defined by Anderson et al. (2003) to combine all losses and gains in the link from mother base station antenna to repeater unit (G bs , L, G donor , and G rep ) as follows:
where all values are given in decibels. The use of high repeater gain or short distance to mother cell (i.e., large G T ) leads to high thermal noise levels observed at the receiver of the mother base station (Anderson et al., 2003) . This decrease in the base station sensitivity leads directly to decreased uplink cell coverage. However, at link level analysis this does not affect the cell capacity (Anderson et al., 2003) . This rise of the base station noise floor raises the requirement of uplink transmit powers despite the reduced path loss between the repeater connected user and the mother base station.
Simulations

Repeater model
The impact of repeater deployment on WCDMA system performance is simulated by using a static network simulator (NPSW, 2001) with a repeater implementation. The implementation takes into account additional other cell interference amplified by repeaters. Signals from all base stations (in downlink) and users (in uplink) are amplified by repeater. Figure 2 clarifies the other cell interference calculation. In the simulator, path losses between repeaters and mother base stations are calculated by using free space loss model. In addition, an implementation loss is added to the path loss value to take into account all losses due to the repeater unit (e.g. cable and connector losses). The assumption of Line-Of-Sight (LOS) is typically valid, since repeaters are commonly deployed to have LOS to the mother base station. Path losses from repeaters towards other base stations (in uplink) and mobiles (in downlink) are calculated by using the COST-231-Hata propagation model. The LOS situation between repeaters and mother base stations significantly changes the properties of the radio channel for repeater connected users. Since repeaters have LOS connections to their mother base stations, the effects of multipath are reduced. This can be seen for example as improved code orthogonality. Thereby, the impacts of repeaters on the multipath radio channel are taken into account in the simulations. This is done by changing the radio channel model from Vehicular A to Pedestrian A for users connecting through a repeater. Thus, higher values for the orthogonality factor are introduced in order to more accurately model the repeater channel behaviour. In the repeater implementation, isolation between the donor antenna and serving antenna is assumed to be infinite. The reason for this is the assumption that isolation (if achieved) does not have any impact of the capacity of the network, but merely on the whole functionality of the mother cell (if the isolation requirement is not achieved). Moreover, in the simulation model, repeaters amplify thermal noise, which can be seen as increased noise levels in mother base stations. In the uplink direction, the effective noise figure of each base station (with a repeater connection) is calculated according to Anderson et al. (2003) . In general, the effective noise figure is a function of G T (the higher is the G T , the higher is the base station effective noise figure).
Simulation parameters
Monte Carlo-based system level simulations are continuation to our earlier repeater simulations (Lähdekorpi et al., 2005; Niemelä et al., 2005b) . The simulations were made by using three-sectored sites with antennas of 65
• horizontal beamwidth providing 17 dBi gain to the main lobe direction. A regular hexagonal network layout was adopted including 19 base station sites and 24 repeaters (Figure 3 ) on a flat terrain. Thus, nearly half of the cells in the network were equipped with a repeater. Moreover, the site spacing was 1000 m and all antennas (including repeater antennas) were placed to the height of 25 m. Simulated RSCP with the current site scenario maintained above −85 dBm in the whole network area thereby indicating a capacity-limited environment.
In the simulations, the distance of the repeater from the mother cell antenna was 500 m (roughly 0.75 cell radius from the mother base station). The serving antennas of the repeaters were directed towards the intersections of three base station sites (areas without clear dominance). The utilised serving antennas of the repeaters were same as used in the base stations. The donor antennas of the repeaters were narrower (33
• horizontal half-power beamwidth, with 19.5 dBi gain) in order to minimise additional interference towards other cells. The base station and repeater serving antennas were electrically downtilted by 6
• . In addition, 6
• mechanical downtilt was applied to repeater serving antennas to control the repeater cell coverage area size and to reduce the other cell interference propagation. Repeater donor antennas were not tilted. However, they were horizontally directed towards the mother base station antennas in order to get maximum gain to the repeater link path. All WCDMA-related simulation parameters and used services were the same as before (Lähdekorpi et al., 2005; Niemelä et al., 2005b) . The traffic (consisted of voice users with 12.2 kbps data rate) was homogenously and randomly distributed in the simulation area. However, for the hotspot areas (denoted as circles in Figure 3 ), the traffic density was increased by multiplying the nominal traffic density with a constant (here denoted as Hotspot Density Factor (HSDF)). Note that using HSDF of 1 corresponds to homogenous traffic for the whole network. Within a hotspot, the traffic was distributed homogenously. Simulations were done with three network load cases for later capacity evaluations. The amount of initial users (homogenously distributed over the whole network area) had to be reduced in high HSDF cases due to hotspot users severely increasing the total traffic load in the network.
Simulation results
The results from the simulations are presented as a function of repeater gain. Values are averages from the whole network. Figure 4 (a) shows the averaged base station total transmit powers as a function of repeater gain. Presented results are from the highest load simulation case. Note, how the amount of initial users had to be decreased from 3000 to 1000 with the highest HSDF value. These results with different HSDF values are not very comparable to each other in Y -axis dimension, since the total amount of traffic (load) in the network was different in each case. They can, however, be compared with the repeater off-case shown in the legends of the figure. Also the effect of repeater gain to the transmit powers is well visible in the X-axis dimension.
Figure 4(b) shows the observed downlink capacity gains as a function of repeater gain. Capacity gain values were estimated by choosing a load point (using the three simulated load cases) and by comparing averaged cell throughput values when repeaters were switched on and off. In this case, results in Y -axis dimension are comparable, since they are compared with the repeater off-case.
Simulation results show that repeaters are able to decrease the required downlink total transmit power in all HSDF cases (Figure 4(a) ). Results also reveal a significant network wide capacity gain in downlink with all used repeater gains and hotspot traffic scenarios (Figure 4(b) ). Repeaters will mitigate the effects of the high path loss to the cell edge, thus directly leading to lowered base station transmission power requirements. Therefore, more users can be served and a gain in the downlink capacity is observed. The increase of the additional interference caused by the repeater is overtaken by the reduction of the required link power. Since the hotspot users are located near the cell edge requiring high power from the mother cell, significant drop in the average transmit powers is noticed due to deployment of repeaters. A considerable reduction (6 dB) in transmit power is detected in case of the highest HSDF value even with only 45 dB repeater gain. Naturally, the gain in the transmit power and capacity increases, when HSDF increases. With high HSDF values, repeaters are able to help more users in lowering downlink transmit powers. Starting from 40% and ending up to 160% gains in the downlink capacity are detected with the current scenario and network parameters, when the highest simulated hotspot traffic density is used and the repeater gain is varied from 45 dB to 75 dB. Figure 4 also shows, how downlink interference does not start to dominate even with high repeater gain values, but stays well controlled. The rapid downlink transmit power reduction at high repeater gain settings comes from the fact that some cells were blocked by uplink interference, which changes the power allocation of the base stations. This reduces the total averaged base station power value. In addition, part of the rapid reduction in the downlink transmit powers at high repeater gains comes from the increased repeater cell coverage. This indicates non-optimum repeater serving antenna configuration, since the target of the repeater was only to serve hotspot users in this network scenario. With high amplification values, repeaters start to steal users from the neighbouring cells. This may result poor network performance in sense of imbalance in the cell sizes and should be taken into account when planning the deployment of repeaters.
Some gain in the overall capacity was also visible in uplink direction although fundamental differences between WCDMA uplink and downlink exist. The uplink capacity gain was seen to be limited by the raised mother base station noise levels, when high repeater gains were used. This is also visible in the Figure 5 (a), which shows how the averaged uplink other-to-own cell interference rises rapidly with high repeater gain values. The main contribution to the increase of uplink other cell interference is observed in adjacent cells near repeaters. The rapid rise in the noise levels of mother base stations at higher repeater gains leads to raised uplink transmit power requirements for the users connecting to cells with repeater installed. This, on the other hand, leads to increased other cell interference.
Uplink capacity gain of 12% was observed from the simulations with the highest HSDF setting (Figure 5(b) ). The uplink capacity gain was caused by lowered transmit powers of the users and thereby lowered uplink interference. However, the capacity gain was only visible at certain, optimum, value of repeater gain. This optimum value was found to be between 65 dB and 70 dB. With higher repeater gains, some cells were blocked due to high uplink interference leading to degraded overall performance. When lower repeater gains were used, the positive effects on the uplink capacity were insignificant. Similarly, no gain in the uplink capacity was detected when low HSDF values were used. The optimum G T was seen to be around 0 dB (corresponds to repeater gain 68 dB) with all simulated hotspot traffic scenarios. However, G T of −15 dB was found optimum by Rahman and Ernström (2004) . This might be caused by the major differences in used site-and repeater antenna configuration.
According to the simulation results, overall network soft handover probability was seen to be decreased from 24.4% (repeater off) to 14.0% (repeater on with gain 70 dB) at the highest HSDF setting. This considerable reduction comes from the fact that most of the users are located in hotspots, where repeaters have strong dominance. This, on the other hand, creates load imbalance between repeater equipped cells and adjacent cells without repeater. Thus, when deploying repeaters, the changes in the load balance between cells must be taken into account.
Measurements
Measurement set-up
Repeater field measurements (already referred by Borkowski et al. (2005) ) were performed in a precommercial, urban, Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) network. The sites of the network were deployed in three-sectored manner with 400 m mean site spacing. The base station antenna height exceeded occasionally the average rooftop level, thus presenting a combination of macro-and microcellular environments.
A repeater was placed on a rooftop of a small building to serve nearby hotspot. The donor and the serving antennas were installed at 10 m height and in an approximate distance of 500 m from the mother cell. The donor antenna was mounted in the location with LOS connection to the mother cell. The corresponding path loss was around 110 dB. For the donor antenna, the horizontal half-power beamwidth was 65
• with gain of 17.1 dBi. A properly isolated serving antenna was located at 100 m distance from the hotspot. For the serving antenna, horizontal and vertical beamwidths were 62
• and 13
• together with a gain of 15 dBi. Moreover, the serving antenna was tilted down electronically 12
• and mechanically 5
• to direct the serving beam more accurately towards the hotspot users. The total losses of cables and connectors used in the repeater system did not exceed 4 dB. Three repeater gain settings were applied in the measurements; 65, 70 and 75 dB. Hence, the respective G T values for 65, 70 and 75 dB repeater gains were −13, −8 and −3 dB.
Without the repeater, occasionally eight pilots were hearable simultaneously in the hotspot area almost at equal level. However, even without the repeater 'the mother cell' was the most dominant one. Hotspot traffic was generated by a static high speed packet data mobile downloading with a speed of 384 kbps. The hotspot mobile was placed inside a car, where the RSCP level was at sufficient level (−85 dBm in average). The targeted non-coverage-limited conditions of the measurement route were confirmed by tracking the mobile transmit power, which maintained on relatively low level (−24.3 dBm in average) over the whole measurement route.
The measurements were performed over the route covering areas under the mother cell, repeater cell and neighbouring cells. The measurement equipment consisted of a laptop personal computer with radio interface measurement software connected to the test mobile and to the GPS (global positioning system) receiver. The test mobile was set to download also with the speed of 384 kbps. Thus, the simultaneous maximum throughput requested under 'the mother cell' was 768 kbps. All the measurements were performed during the same day. Presented results are averages of measurement outcomes obtained during two measurements of the defined route.
Measurement results
The measurement results were analysed in two phases. Firstly, the averaged samples from the whole measurement route were gathered. Finally, the averaged samples from the mother-and repeater cell areas were collected in order to see the impact of repeater on the mother cell. It is good to notice, how the averaging is made differently in the measurements when compared to simulations. In the simulations, results are averaged from the samples of multiple static snapshots, whereas in the measurements, the results are averaged over the measurement route (gathered samples over time). Table 1 presents the results from the repeater measurements performed without repeater and with three different repeater gain settings. The results of the whole route are presented along with the combined mother-and repeater cell results.
The measurement results clearly give support to the simulated results. Repeater measurements indicate significant increase in the uplink interference level at the base station receiver, when high repeater gains are used. The measured uplink interference level at the mother cell is increased from −104 dBm (repeater off) to −90 dBm (repeater on with gain 75 dB). This is caused by the noise amplified by repeaters in uplink, since the amount of traffic in the network was kept constant.
The effects of repeaters on cell coverage are also visible in the measurements. The coverage improvement in the downlink direction in terms of RSCP is obvious: the higher the repeater gain, the better is the absolute level of coverage in the measured route. However, in terms of the uplink coverage (uplink transmit power), the situation is different as the increase of interference level caused by the repeater partly overtakes the positive impact of repeater. An improvement of 10 dB is observed in measured RSCP levels in the mother cell (including the repeater coverage area) between the repeater off-case and the case with repeater gain 75 dB. Furthermore, uplink transmit powers are increased by 4 dB thereby indicating decreased overall cell coverage. However, it should be noted that the results included significant portion of samples gathered from the mother cell area without repeater coverage present. Thus, the averaged uplink transmit power value has clearly suffered from the decreased mother cell coverage and thus information from the uplink repeater coverage improvement cannot be extracted.
The average capacity of the cells over the measurement route was evaluated with the downlink load factor based method presented by Niemelä et al. (2005a) . The method exploits the average measured E c /N 0 (energy per chip over noise spectral density) and downlink throughput for estimating the average cell capacity.
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In terms of estimated downlink cell capacity, repeater gain 65 dB provides the highest capacity gain (28.5% over the whole route). On contrast to the simulation results with higher repeater gain setting, interference towards the neighbouring cells increases and the resulting capacity gain decreases. One reason for this is that in the measurements average site spacing was much smaller than in the simulations. This fundamentally increases the downlink other cell interference amplification of repeaters (see Figure 2 ) and hence reduces the positive impact of repeater. On the other hand, the difference in the results may be caused by inaccuracies and errors in the simulator. However in practice, the attainable downlink capacity gain will be lower and also the G T has to be set lower in the measured scenario. Note also that the maximum throughput during the measurements was achieved with repeater gain of 70 dB. The reason for this was that even though the downlink capacity (based on minimum interference) was higher with 65 dB repeater gain, the service coverage for 384 kbps connection was obviously higher with 70 dB repeater gain. As in the simulations, optimum G T was close to 0 dB, the measurement results clearly indicate a lower optimum value of G T .
Averaged soft handover probabilities decreased from 19.4% (repeater off) to 9.0% (repeater on with gain 75 dB), which is also visible as the reduction in the active set sizes. Same kind of behaviour was observed in the simulations. This directly indicates clearly increased hotspot dominance due to repeater deployment. It will also contribute to the downlink capacity, since fewer downlink connections are required in order to connect to the originally pilot polluted area.
Conclusions
Hotspot simulations and measurements have illustrated the benefits of repeaters in capacity-limited network scenarios. Even though differences between the simulated and measured scenarios existed (due to practical reasons, e.g. limited number of mobile phones and repeaters for the measurements), positive results were observed in both cases. WCDMA repeaters can provide remarkable increase to the downlink cell capacity, when they are serving hotspots with increased traffic density. Furthermore, simulations and measurements indicated the importance of the repeater configuration. Especially the repeater gain must be carefully chosen. Finally, some gain in the capacity in uplink could be achieved with careful repeater configuration planning.
From the simulations, even with the lowest used repeater gain setting (45 dB) more than 40% gain in the downlink cell capacity was observed with the highest hotspot traffic density scenario. Furthermore, up to 160% increase in the downlink cell capacity was detected with the highest used repeater gain setting (75 dB). The downlink capacity gain comes directly from the lowered required transmit powers of the base stations. The limiting factor for the overall capacity in the simulated scenario was uplink. As the simulations encouraged to use as high repeater gain as possible in downlink, increased uplink other cell interference limited the increase of the uplink capacity. With the used network scenario, the optimum uplink repeater gain value was found between 65 dB and 70 dB (i.e. G T near to 0). The corresponding capacity gain was around 10%, when the highest hotspot traffic density setting was used. Clear decrease in the soft handover probabilities was detected due to increased hotspot dominance from repeaters.
Based on the measurement results, repeater gain of 65 dB (G T = −13 dB) was found optimum in sense of downlink cell capacity. This is close to the value that was also found by others (Rahman and Ernström, 2004) . The corresponding capacity gain value was 28.5%. With higher repeater gains, the obtained downlink capacity gain was decreased, thereby indicating increased other cell interference and imperfect repeater antenna configuration. The impact of repeater on the uplink capacity remained unverified, since no further uplink information was available during the measurements. In downlink, the measured RSCP values increased together with the repeater gain setting indicating a clear coverage improvement. However, averaged uplink transmit powers were measured to increase when the repeater gain was increased. This is partly caused by the increased uplink interference level at the mother base station. Measured soft handover rates show how the hotspot dominance was seen to be improved clearly after the installation of repeater indicating also the improvement of the downlink capacity. Clearly different optimum G T values from the simulations and the measurements indicate that the correct repeater configuration depends heavily on the used network scenario and the traffic distribution of the network. On the other hand, the difference in G T values can also be caused by errors in the simulations.
According to the results so far, the research work with repeaters is worth of continuing. In the near future, the impacts of repeater donor antenna orientation and repeater location on the repeater performance will be studied. Moreover, simulations and further measurements with outdoor repeaters connected to indoor networks will be performed to study the effect of repeaters on the total network capacity in different traffic scenarios. Also the possibility of having indoor repeaters is studied. In addition, the case with multiple repeaters in one cell should be studied in order to more efficiently utilise the benefits of repeaters. New high speed mobile communication techniques, such as High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) could also benefit from repeaters in sense of increased HSDPA coverage and capacity.
